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Abstract: The development of Synthesis of Linear array put forward higher request for complex optimization
solutions. This article improves the basic genetic algorithm according to the traditional genetic algorithm easily
prematuring convergence and later evolution slow convergence shortcoming. And then, adopt double exchange
operator in reproductive strategies and implement dynamic mutation rate in variation operations. Combined
characteristics of guarantee to the population diversity based on fitness shared niche while iteration times
exponential diminishing, this article creats niche double exchangegenetic algorithm, and applies in pattern
synthesis of homogeneous linear array, and simulates multi-objective complex array problem. The result turns
out much better in effectively preventing premature and improving the searching efficiency of genetic algorithm
than original genetic algorithm and immune genetic algorithm, what will achieve the broad prospect in the
antenna array comprehensive field.
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INTRODUCTION

Antenna pattern synthesis plays an important part in
antenna design, no matter for traditional antenna or for the
new generation of mobile communication of smart
antenna. (Joseph et al., 2002) Antenna pattern synthesis
select  a set of suitable array cell incentive weight values
or antenna optimal spatial distribution form essentially
according to the needed space radiation pattern. Array
pattern synthesis is a traditional nonlinear
multidimensional optimization problem. When antenna
pattern requires complicated problems and optimization
parameters of multiple objectives at the same time,
traditional synthesis is unable to meet the need of project.
Intelligent bionic optimization method develops rapidly
and make an achievement in antenna array synthesis field.
The application of genetic algorithm is increasing and
advantage is obvious which successfully realized sparse
array antenna and lowered maximum side-lobe level, and
through the control array cell position, incentive current
phase and amplitude realize zero formation of antenna
patter. (Weile and Michielssen, 1996). Due to the oneness
and exclusive of genetic algorithm search mode and initial
population great dependence, it falls into local optimum
value easily. In order to ensure that the global
convergence of genetic algorithm, and prevent premature
convergence, the algorthm must maintain the diversity of
population and avoid high fitness individual lost. Niche

provides a new solution to the problem-niche genetic
algorithm may guarantee the population diversity relative
stability in the evolutionary process, improve the global
optimization ability of basic genetic algorithm well and
avoid getting into a local optimal solution. The article
conbines characteristics of niche group evolution strategy
(Li and Gong, 2003; Bruno and Laurent, 1998) with
characteristics of double exchange genetic algorithm to
form niche double exchange genetic algorithm (NGA for
short). The formation of the algorithm is based on genetic
algorithm structure and genetic operator related
parameters of genetic algorithm are improved. Appliment
of the algorithm to linear array antenna pattern synthesis
proves effectiveness and applicability of the algorithm.

NICHE DOUBLE EXCHANGE GENETIC
ALGORITHM

In order to maintain the diversity of population, sort
based on niche is a main method. It sorts all members of
the population to groups according to size of their fitness.
Each group is called a niche, which refers to a group with
same feature. These methods are based on biology, and
every niche in biology has limited physical resources
which must be shared by niche population. Then, in
populations and through different populations cross, a
new generation individuals were produced. Reference
(Bruno and Laurent, 1998) mentions niche represents 
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natural populations appear in the corresponding
environment   (solution   space).   Different   niches   are
mentioned one after another, in which typical method is
shared fitnesses.

Fitnesses sharing and niching methods: Fitness sharing
and niching methods is the earliest niche technique which
is presented  by  Dutch  researchers (Holland, 1975) and
developed by Goldberg and Richardson (1987) for
population diversity keeping technology at first. That  a
collateral and straightforward niche method which regards
each niche as limited resources and shared them in the
niche. Adapt fitness value of individuals based on
amounts of other individuals in particular area of the
stayed in the search space inside, and encourage
individuals staying in this area.

Adapt fitness value  fS(xi(t)) of individual xi to its
shared fitness which is shown in Eq. (1) as follows:

 (1)     
 f x t

f x t

sh ds i
s i

j ab




In which, is estimate of crowded degree, j absh d
common sharing function is triangle sharing function is
shown in Equation 2: 

(2)   sh d d share 1 / 

the smaller individual fitness is. Individuals within Fshare

lower fitness with each other, and shares estimated
hypothesis of niche amounts. That is to say, we must
know the amounts of niches before the applications of
algorithm. Suppose that the distance is more than 2Fshare

niche will be produced. Niche double exchange genetic
algorithm adapts genetic algorithm structure in the whole
structure, which exchange double operator in individual
reproductive strategy, variation operation is dynamic
mutation rate, the search way is niche way (Smith, 1998)
two level search method, which basic algorithm process
is as follows:

Steps of the algorithm:
C Generate M random individuals of initial population

p(t), calculate fitness of individuals, and set
maximum evolution times.

C Calculate fitness of individuals, order them and keep
the first N-th individuals.

C Adapt championship method to generate new
generation p(t) from p(t)' population. Calculate niche
double exchange for p(t)' population, and make
inhomogeneous variation operation.

C After operations mentioned above for operators,
generate niches based on distances between
individuals among the whole population.

C Iteration operation of niche in the optimization
process, using two single search modes.

C After each search, new populations generate, so does
new niche.

C If iterations is done or optimal solutions no longer
change with the evolution process, algorithm ends.
Otherwise, return to step 3.

Double exchange operator: Genetic breeding operation
combines single point with arithmetic breeding, and
traditional sigle exchange genetic breeding operation
generate offspring individuals through exchange parent
individual gence sections but not single gence. Single
point exchange refers to parent bit string select a junction
randomly, and exchange junctions to generate offspring
individuals. Arithmetic breeding operation refers to pick
up excellent individuals C1 and C2 from parent
population, and define new individuals by corresponded
arithmetic breeding operation as follows:

B1 = rC1+(1-r)C2 ,
B2 = rC2+(1-r)C1 , 
B3 = 0.5×(C1+C2),
B4 =  0.5×(2C1–C2) ,
B5 =  0.5×(3C2–C1) (3)

LINEAR ARRAY ANTENNA PATTERN
SYNTHESIS

According to linear array theory (Joseph et al., 2002),
the array element can be achieved from Eq. (4) as follows:

(4) A w eF i
i

N j xi
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In which wi is array element driver imaginaries xi , is
array element relative geometry location of origin of
coordinates, 8 is wavelength whose normalized function
is shown below 
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If the initial zero current phase is an even number,

antenna pattern will be symmetrical relatively to origin of
coordinates whose antenna pattern function canbe
simplified in Eq. (6).
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Fig. 1: Normalized antenna pattren

Fig. 2: Objective function curves
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Maximum relative side-lobe level refers to:
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Objective function adapt the form of multiple target
weighting in Eq. (8):
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In Eq. (8), MSLL is antenna pattern maximum sidel-
obe level ; SLVL is design sidel-obe level NULL2( is
2( location of zero-trapped depth; NULLd–2( is location
of  design zero-trapped depth NUL_LSTD is variance of
multi-ero-trapped depth T1 , T2 , T3 are weightings of  all
performance indexes.

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF VALUES

This article apply niche double exchange genetic
algorithm to simulate 10 elements uniformity linear array.
In order to compare performances of the algorithm to
traditional genetic algorithm and immune algorithm under
same situation, process antenna pattern synthesis. In the
simulation, set  T1 = 0.8, T2 = 0.2, T3 = 1.0 according to
simulation practice. Scale of initial population is 200,
inspire amplitude is described by coded-decimal notation
and inspire range is [0.1]. Zeropoints are in the designated
positions(40°, 45° and 50°), side-lode level is -16db, zero
trapped expected value is -100db main lobe width is 10°,
population scale is 20, after 240 times iteration,  antenna
pattern is shown in Fig. 1

Figure 1 provides 3 algorithms antenna pattern
simulation result, formed zero-trapped depth in the
designated positions of 40°, 45° and 50° respectively.
Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA), zero-trapped depth and
side-lobe  performance  dosen   rearch  design  request.
Immune algorithm (IGA) doesn rearch zero depth  design
request. Niche double exchange genetic algorithm (NGA)
meet the request perfectly,and zerotrapped depth is  at the
same  time,  meet  side-lobe  request. Niche     double
  exchange    genetic   algorithm optimize array    elements
inspire amplitude:

A = [0.2832, 0.1785, 0.6843, 0.9243, 0.3618]

and the other five array elements inspire amplitudes are
symmetrical with same amplitudes. Convergence process
can be seen in Fig. 2 after 120 times iterations for
objective function by niche double exchange genetic
algorithm.

CONCLUSION

This article gives out an improved niche genetic
algorithm. Double exchange breeding strategy is adapted
and niche two level single search mode in the evolution.
Variation rate is decreasing with iterations index
reducing.  Niche double exchange genetic algorithm is
mentioned according to the above improved measures.
Apply the algorithm to homogeneous linear array antenna
pattern synthesis with given targets, such as main lobe
width, side-lobe height, multi- zero-trapped depth under
complex optimization situations which reach satisfactory
results. The algorithm may both improve diversity of
population effectively, prevent premature convergence
and improve search efficiency. It shows stronger
performances in solving multi-objective optimization
problems than traditional genetic algorithm and immune
genetic algorithm. So niche double exchange genetic
algorithm will have broad application prospect in antenna
array synthesis area.
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